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ABSTRACT
e dispersion problem on graphs asks k ≤ n robots placed initially
arbitrarily on the nodes of an n-node anonymous graph to reposi-
tion autonomously to reach a conguration in which each robot
is on a distinct node of the graph. is problem is of signicant
interest due to its relationship to other fundamental robot coordina-
tion problems, such as exploration, scaering, load balancing, and
relocation of self-driven electric cars (robots) to recharge stations
(nodes). In this paper, we consider dispersion in the global communi-
cation model where a robot can communicate with any other robot
in the graph (but the graph is unknown to robots). We provide three
novel deterministic algorithms, two for arbitrary graphs and one for
arbitrary trees, in a synchronous seing where all robots perform
their actions in every time step. For arbitrary graphs, our rst al-
gorithm is based on a DFS traversal and guarantees O(min(m,k∆))
steps runtime using Θ(log(max(k,∆))) bits at each robot, where
m is the number of edges and ∆ is the maximum degree of the
graph. e second algorithm for arbitrary graphs is based on a BFS
traversal and guarantees O(max(D,k)∆(D + ∆)) steps runtime us-
ing O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits at each robot, where D is the diameter
of the graph. e algorithm for arbitrary trees is also based on a
BFS travesal and guarantees O(D max(D,k)) steps runtime using
O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits at each robot. Our results are signicant im-
provements compared to the existing results established in the local
communication model where a robot can communication only with
other robots present at the same node. Particularly, the DFS-based
algorithm is optimal for both memory and time in constant-degree
arbitrary graphs. e BFS-based algorithm for arbitrary trees is
optimal with respect to runtime when k ≤ O(D).
KEYWORDS
Multi-agent systems, Mobile robots, Dispersion, Collective explo-
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1 INTRODUCTION
e dispersion of autonomous mobile robots to spread them out
evenly in a region is a problem of signicant interest in distributed
robotics, e.g., see [16, 17]. Recently, this problem has been for-
mulated by Augustine and Moses Jr. [1] in the context of graphs.
ey dened the problem as follows: Given any arbitrary initial
conguration of k ≤ n robots positioned on the nodes of an n-
node anonymous graph, the robots reposition autonomously to
reach a conguration where each robot is positioned on a distinct
node of the graph (which we call the Dispersion problem). is
problem has many practical applications, for example, in relocating
self-driven electric cars (robots) to recharge stations (nodes), as-
suming that the cars have smart devices to communicate with each
other to nd a free/empty charging station [1, 18]. is problem is
also important due to its relationship to many other well-studied
autonomous robot coordination problems, such as exploration, scat-
tering, load balancing, covering, and self-deployment [1, 18]. One
of the key aspects of mobile-robot research is to understand how
to use the resource-limited robots to accomplish some large task in
a distributed manner [12, 13].
In this paper, we continue our study on the trade-o between
memory requirement and time to solve Dispersion on graphs.
We consider for the very rst time the problem of dispersion in
the global communication model where a robot can communicate
with any other robot in the system (but the graph structure is
not known to robots). e previous work [1, 18, 19] (details in
Tables 1, 2, and related work) on Dispersion considered the local
communication model where a robot can only communicate with
other robots that are present at the same node. Although the global
communication model seems stronger than the local model in the
rst sight, many challenges that occur in the local model also arise
in the global model. For example, two robots in two neighboring
nodes of G cannot gure out just by communication which edge
of the nodes leads to each other. erefore, the robots still need
to explore through the edges as in the local model. e global
communication model has been considered heavily in the past in
distributed robotics, e.g., see [7, 14, 22], in addition to the local
model, and our goal is to explore how much global communication
helps for Dispersion in graphs compared to the local model.
In this paper, we provide three new deterministic algorithms for
Dispersion in the global communication model, two for arbitrary
graphs and one for arbitrary trees. Our rst algorithm for arbitrary
graphs using a depth rst search (DFS) traversal improves by a
O(logn) factor on the state-of-the-art in the local communication
model; see Table 1. e second algorithm for arbitrary graphs and
the algorithm for arbitrary trees are the rst algorithms designed
for Dispersion using a breadth rst search (BFS) traversal and
provide dierent time-memory trade-os. We also complement our
algorithms by some lower bounds on time and memory requirement
in the global model.
Overview of the Model and Results. We consider the same
model (with a only dierence as described in the next paragraph)
as in Augustine and Moses Jr. [1], Kshemkalyani and Ali [18], and
Kshemkalyani et al. [19] where a system of k ≤ n robots are
operating on an n-node graph G. G is assumed to be a connected,
undirected graph withm edges, diameter D, and maximum degree
∆. In addition, G is anonymous, i.e., nodes have no unique IDs and
hence are indistinguishable but the ports (leading to incident edges)
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at each node have unique labels from [1,δ ], where δ is the degree of
that node. e robots are distinguishable, i.e., they have unique IDs
in the range [1,k]. e robot activation seing is synchronous – all
robots are activated in a round and they perform their operations
simultaneously in synchronized rounds. Runtime is measured in
rounds (or steps).
Algorithm Memory/robot Time Comm. Model/
(in bits) (in rounds) Initial Conf.
Lower bound Ω(log(max(k, ∆))) Ω(k ) local
[1]1 O (logn) O (mn) local/general
[18] O (k log∆) O (m) local/general
[18] O (D log∆) O (∆D ) local/general
[18] O (log(max(k, ∆))) O (mk ) local/general
[19] O (logn) O (min(m, k∆) · logk) local/general
Lower bound Ω(log(max(k, ∆))) Ω(k ) global
m. 1.1 O (log(max(k, ∆))) O (min(m, k∆)) global/general
m. 1.2(a) O (max(D, ∆ logk)) O (D∆(D + ∆)) local/rooted
m. 1.2(b) O (max(D, ∆ logk)) O (max(D, k)∆(D + ∆)) global/general
Table 1: e results on Dispersion for k ≤ n robots on n-node
arbitrary graphs withm edges, D diameter, and ∆maximum
degree. 1e results in [1] are only for k = n.
Algorithm Memory/robot Time Comm. Model/
(in bits) (in rounds) Initial Conf.
Lower bound Ω(log(max(k, ∆))) Ω(D2) local
[1] O (logn) O (n) local/general
Lower bound Ω(log(max(k, ∆))) Ω(D2) global
m. 1.3(a) O (max(D, ∆ logk)) O (D2) local/rooted
m. 1.3(b) O (max(D, ∆ logk)) O (D max(D, k )) global/general
Table 2: e results on Dispersion for k ≤ n robots on n-node
trees.
e only dierence with the model in [1, 18, 19] is they assume
the local communication model – the robots in the system can
communicate with each other only when they are at the same node
of G, whereas we consider in this paper the global communication
model – the robots in the system can communicate with each other
irrespective of their positions. Despite this capability, robots are
still oblivious to G and they will not know the positions of the
robots that they are communicating to.
We establish the following two results for Dispersion in an
arbitrary graph. e second result dierentiates the initial congu-
rations of k ≤ n robots on G. We call the conguration rooted if all
k ≤ n robots are on a single node of G in the initial conguration.
We call the initial conguration general, otherwise.
Theorem 1.1. Given any initial conguration of k ≤ n mobile
robots in an arbitrary, anonymous n-node graphG havingm edges
and maximum degree ∆, Dispersion can be solved inO(min(m,k∆))
time with O(log(max(k,∆))) bits at each robot in the global commu-
nication model.
Theorem 1.2. Given k ≤ n mobile robots in an arbitrary, anony-
mous n-node graph G havingm edges, diameter D, and maximum
degree ∆:
a. For the rooted initial congurations, Dispersion can be
solved in O(D∆(D + ∆)) time with O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits
at each robot in the local communication model.
b. For the general initial congurations, Dispersion
can be solved in O(max(D,k)∆(D + ∆)) time with
O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits at each robot in the global
communication model.
eorem 1.1 improves by a factor of O(logk) over the
O(min(m,k∆) · logk) time best previously known algorithm
[19] in the local communication model (see Table 1). We also
prove a time lower bound of Ω(k) and memory lower bound of
Ω(log(max(k,∆))) bits at each robot for Dispersion on graphs
in the global communication model. e implication is that, for
constant-degree arbitrary graphs (i.e., when ∆ = O(1)), eorem
1.1 is optimal with respect to both memory and time, rst such
result for arbitrary graphs. eorem 1.2 improves signicantly on
the O(∆D ) algorithm in the local communication model.
We establish the following theorem in an arbitrary tree.
Theorem 1.3. Given k ≤ n mobile robots in an anonymous n-node
arbitrary tree G with degree ∆ and diameter D:
a. For the rooted initial congurations, Dispersion can be
solved in O(D2) time with O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits at each
robot in the local communication model.
b. For the general initial congurations, Dispersion can be
solved inO(D max(D,k)) time withO(max(D,∆ logk)) bits
at each robot in the global communication model.
We also prove a time lower bound of Ω(D2) for Dispersion on
trees in the global communication model. e implication is that
the time in eorem 1.3(a) is optimal. Also, the time in eorem
1.2(a) is optimal for constant-degree arbitrary graphs.
Challenges and Techniques. e well-known DFS traversal ap-
proach [5] was used in the previous results onDispersion [1, 18, 19].
If all k robots are positioned initially on a single node of G, then
the DFS traversal nishes in min(4m − 2n + 2, k∆) rounds solving
Dispersion. If k robots are initially on k dierent nodes of G , then
Dispersion is solved in a single round. However, if not all of them
are on a single node initially, then the robots on nodes with multiple
robots need to reposition (except one) to reach to free nodes and
sele. e natural approach is to run DFS traversals in parallel to
minimize time.
e challenge arises when two or more DFS traversals meet
before all robots sele. When this happens, the robots that have
not seled yet need to nd free nodes. For this, they may need
to re-traverse the already traversed part of the graph by the DFS
traversal. Kshemkalyani et al. [19] designed a smarter way to syn-
chronize the parallel DFS traversals so that the total time increases
only by a factor of logk to min(4m − 2n + 2,k∆) · logk rounds,
in the worst-case, in the local communication model. However,
removing the O(logk) factor seemed dicult due to the means of
synchronization. We develop in this paper an approach that allows
to synchronize DFS traversals without re-traversing the already
traversed part of the graph giving us min(4m − 2n + 2, k∆) rounds,
as if running DFS starting from all robots in the same node, in the
global communication model. is is possible due to the informa-
tion that can be passed to the robots to take their next actions, even
if they do not known their positions on G. is was not possible
in the local communication model and hence the synchronization
incurred an O(logk) factor to synchronize O(k) trees that might
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be formed in the dispersion process. For constant-degree arbitrary
graphs, the time bound becomes O(k), which is time-optimal.
Despite eciency in merging the DFS traversal trees due to
global communication, the time bound of min(4m − 2n + 2, k∆)
seems to be inherent in algorithms based on a DFS traversal, even
in the global model (consider, for example, a rooted initial cong-
uration). e natural way to circumvent this limitation is to run
BFS traversal to reach many nodes at once. A naive approach of
running BFS gives exponential O(∆D ) runtime. Here we design a
smarter way of performing BFS so that we can achieve dispersion
in arbitrary graphs in O(D∆(D + ∆)) time and in arbitrary trees in
O(D2) time in the rooted initial congurations. e general initial
congurations introduced max(D,k) factor instead of O(D) factor
in the time bounds for both arbitrary graphs and trees.
Related Work. ere are three previous studies focusing on Dis-
persion in the local communication model. Augustine and Moses
Jr. [1] studied Dispersion assuming k = n. ey proved a memory
lower bound of Ω(logn) bits at each robot and a time lower bound
of Ω(D) (Ω(n) in arbitrary graphs) for any deterministic algorithm
in any graph. ey then provided deterministic algorithms using
O(logn) bits at each robot to solve Dispersion on lines, rings, and
trees in O(n) time. For arbitrary graphs, they provided two algo-
rithms, one using O(logn) bits at each robot with O(mn) time and
another using O(n logn) bits at each robot with O(m) time.
Kshemkalyani and Ali [18] provided an Ω(k) time lower bound
for arbitrary graphs for k ≤ n. ey then provided three deter-
ministic algorithms for Dispersion in arbitrary graphs: (i) e
rst algorithm using O(k log∆) bits at each robot with O(m) time,
(ii) e second algorithm using O(D log∆) bits at each robot with
O(∆D ) time, and (iii) e third algorithm using O(log(max(k,∆)))
bits at each robot with O(mk) time. Recently, Kshemkalyani et
al. [19] provided two algorithms: (i) the algorithm for arbitrary
graph runs in O(min(m,k∆) · logk) time using O(log(max(k,∆)))
bits memory at each robot and (ii) the algorithm for grid graph runs
in O(min(k,√n)) time using O(logk) bits memory at each robot.
Randomized algorithms are presented in [21] to solve Dispersion
where the random bits are mainly used to reduce the memory re-
quirement at each robot. In this paper,we present results in the
global communication model. e previous results on arbitrary
graphs and trees are summarized in Table 1.
One problem that is closely related to Dispersion is the graph
exploration by mobile robots. e exploration problem has been
quite heavily studied in the literature for specic as well as arbitrary
graphs, e.g., [2, 4, 9, 15, 20]. It was shown that a robot can explore
an anonymous graph using Θ(D log∆)-bits memory; the runtime
of the algorithm is O(∆D+1) [15]. In the model where graph nodes
also have memory, Cohen et al. [4] gave two algorithms: e rst
algorithm uses O(1)-bits at the robot and 2 bits at each node, and
the second algorithm uses O(log∆) bits at the robot and 1 bit at
each node. e runtime of both algorithms is O(m) with prepro-
cessing time ofO(mD). e trade-o between exploration time and
number of robots is studied in [20]. e collective exploration by a
team of robots is studied in [14] for trees. Another problem related
to Dispersion is the scaering of k robots in an n-node graph. is
problem has been studied for rings [11, 24] and grids [3]. Recently,
Poudel and Sharma [23] provided a Θ(√n)-time algorithm for uni-
form scaering in a grid [8]. Furthermore, Dispersion is related to
the load balancing problem, where a given load at the nodes has to
be (re-)distributed among several processors (nodes). is problem
has been studied quite heavily in graphs [6, 25]. We refer readers
to [12, 13] for other recent developments in these topics.
Paper Organization. We discuss details of the model and some
lower bounds in Section 2. We discuss the DFS traversal of a graph
in Section 3. We present a DFS-based algorithm for arbitrary graphs
in Section 4, proving eorem 1.1. We then present a BFS-based
algorithm for arbitrary graphs in Section 5, proving eorem 1.2.
We then present a BFS-based algorithm for arbitrary trees in Section
6, proving eorem 1.3. Finally, we conclude in Section 7 with a
short discussion.
2 MODEL DETAILS AND PRELIMINARIES
Graph. We consider the same graph model as in [1, 18]. Let G =
(V ,E) be an n-node graph with m edges, i.e., |V | = n and |E | =m.
G is assumed to be connected, unweighted, and undirected. G is
anonymous, i.e., nodes do not have identiers but, at any node, its
incident edges are uniquely identied by a label (aka port number)
in the range [1,δ ], where δ is the degree of that node. e maximum
degree of G is ∆, which is the maximum among the degree δ of
the nodes in G. We assume that there is no correlation between
two port numbers of an edge. Any number of robots are allowed
to move along an edge at any time. e graph nodes do not have
memory, i.e., they are not able to store any information.
Robots. We also consider the same robot model as in [1, 18, 19].
Let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rk } be a set of k ≤ n robots residing on the
nodes of G. For simplicity, we sometime use i to denote robot ri .
No robot can reside on the edges of G, but one or more robots can
occupy the same node of G. Each robot has a unique dlogke-bit
ID taken from [1,k]. When a robot moves from node u to node v
in G, it is aware of the port of u it used to leave u and the port of
v it used to enter v . Furthermore, it is assumed that each robot is
equipped with memory to store information, which may also be
read and modied by other robots present on the same node.
CommunicationModel. We assume that robots follow the global
communication model, i.e., a robot is capable to communicate with
any other robot in the system, irrespective of their positions in the
graph nodes. However, they will not have the position information
as graph nodes are anonymous. is is in contrast to the local
communication model where a robot can only communicate with
other robots present on the same node.
Time Cycle. At any time a robot ri ∈ R could be active or inactive.
When a robot ri becomes active, it performs the “Communicate-
Compute-Move” (CCM) cycle as follows.
• Communicate: For each robot r j ∈ R that is at node some
node vj , a robot ri at node vi can observe the memory of
r j . Robot ri can also observe its own memory.
• Compute: ri may perform an arbitrary computation us-
ing the information observed during the “communicate”
portion of that cycle. is includes determination of a (pos-
sibly) port to use to exit vi and the information to store in
the robot r j that is at vi .
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• Move: At the end of the cycle, ri writes new information (if
any) in the memory of a robot rk at vi , and exits vi using
the computed port to reach to a neighbor of vi .
Time and Memory Complexity. We consider the synchronous
seing where every robot is active in every CCM cycle and they
perform the cycle in a synchrony. erefore, time is measured in
rounds or steps (a cycle is a round or step). Another important
parameter is memory. Memory comes from a single source – the
number of bits stored at each robot.
Mobile Robot Dispersion. e Dispersion problem can be for-
mally dened as follows.
Denition 2.1 (Dispersion). Given anyn-node anonymous graph
G = (V ,E) having k ≤ n mobile robots positioned initially arbitrar-
ily on the nodes of G , the robots reposition autonomously to reach
a conguration where each robot is on a distinct node of G.
e goal is to solve Dispersion optimizing two performance
metrics: (i) Time – the number of rounds (steps), and (ii) Memory
– the number of bits stored at each robot.
2.1 Some Lower Bounds
We discuss here some time and memory lower bounds in the global
communication model, which show the diculty in obtaining fast
runtime and lower memory algorithms. Consider the case of any
rooted initial conguration of k = n robots on a single node vroot
of an arbitrary graph G with diameter D. A time lower bound of
Ω(D) is immediate since a robot initially at vroot needs to traverse
Ω(D) edges (one edge per time step) to reach a node that is Ω(D)
away from vroot . For k ≤ n, we present the following lower bound.
Theorem 2.2. Any deterministic algorithm for Dispersion on
graphs requires Ω(k) steps in the global communication model.
Proof. Consider a line graph G and a rooted initial congura-
tion of k ≤ n robots on a single node vroot of G. In order for the
robots to solve Dispersion, they need to dock at k distinct nodes of
G, exactly one on each node. To reach a node to dock, some robot
must travel k − 1 edges of G, taking k − 1 time steps. 
For k = n, we present the following time lower bound for trees.
Theorem 2.3. For k = n, there exists a tree T with n nodes and
diameter (height) D such that any deterministic algorithm for Dis-
persion requires Ω(D2) steps in the global communication model.
Proof. We use the lower bound proof for exploration due to
Disser et al. [10] to prove this lower bound. It has been argued in
[1] that a lower bound for exploration applies to Dispersion. We
argue here that the lower bound of [10] applies for Dispersion
in the global communication model. Disser et al. [10] proved a
lower bound for exploration assuming rooted initial conguration
of k = n robots are on a single node vroot of treeT . Moreover, they
assumed that the nodes of tree T have unique identiers and the
robots have global communication. Specically, they showed that:
Using k = n robots, there exists a tree T on n vertices and with
diameter (height) D = ω(1) such that any deterministic exploration
strategy requires at least D2/3 = Ω(D2) steps to explore T . As
our model is weaker because the nodes are indistinguishable, the
Ω(D2) steps lower bound applies to Dispersion in trees in the
global communication model. 
We nally prove a lower bound of Ω(log(max(k,∆))) bits at each
robot for any deterministic algorithm for Dispersion on graphs.
Theorem 2.4. Any deterministic algorithm for Dispersion on
n-node anonymous graphs requires Ω(log(max(k,∆))) bits at each
robot in the global communication model, where k ≤ n is the number
of robots and ∆ is the maximum degree.
Proof. e memory lower bound of Ω(logk) bits at each ro-
bot is immediate. Consider a rooted initial conguration of all k
robots on a single node vroot of G. Since all robots run the same
deterministic algorithm, all the robots perform the same moves.
erefore, arguing similarly as in Augustine and Moses Jr. [1], we
have Ω(logk) bits memory lower bound at each robot. e memory
lower bound of Ω(log∆) bits at each robot comes into play when
∆ > k . In this situation, to correctly recognize ∆ dierent ports of
a maximum degree node v , a robot needs Ω(log∆) bits. Otherwise,
the robot may not be able to move to all the neighbors of v , and
hence Dispersion may not be achieved. e global communication
model does not help since the robots cannot dierentiate which
nodes next to its ports are already visited and which are not. 
3 DFS TRAVERSAL OF A GRAPH
(ALGORITHM DFS(K))
Consider an n-node arbitrary graph G as dened in Section 2. Let
Cinit be the initial conguration of k ≤ n robots positioned on
a single node, say v , of G. Let the robots on v be represented as
N (v) = {r1, . . . , rk }, where ri is the robot with ID i . We describe
here a DFS traversal algorithm, DFS(k), that disperses all the robots
on the set N (v) to the k nodes of G guaranteeing exactly one robot
on each node. DFS(k) will be heavily used in Section 4 as a basic
building block.
Each robot ri stores in its memory four variables ri .parent (ini-
tially assigned null), ri .child (initially assigned null), ri .treelabel
(initally assigned >), and ri .settled (initially assigned 0). DFS(k)
executes in two phases, f orward and backtrack [5]. Variable
ri .treelabel stores the ID of the smallest ID robot. Variable ri .parent
stores the port from which ri entered the node where it is currently
positioned in the forward phase. Variable ri .child stores the small-
est port of the node it is currently positioned at that has not been
taken yet (while entering/exiting the node).
We are now ready to describe DFS(k). In round 1, the maximum
ID robot rk writes rk .treelabel ← 1 (the ID of the smallest robot
in N (v), which is 1), rk .child ← 1 (the smallest port at v among
P(v)), and rk .settled ← 1. e robots N (v)\{rk } exit v following
port rk .child ; rk stays (seles) at v . In the beginning of round
2, the robots N (w) = N (v)\{rk } reach a neighbor node w of v .
Suppose the robots entered w using port pw ∈ P(w). As w is free,
robot rk−1 ∈ N (w) writes rk−1.parent ← pw , rk−1.treelabel ←
1 (the ID of the smallest robot in N (w)), and rk−1.settled ← 1.
If rk−1.child ≤ δw , rk−1 writes rk−1.child ← rk−1.child + 1 if
port rk−1.child + 1 , pw and rk−1.child + 1 ≤ δw , otherwise
rk−1.child ← rk−1.child + 2. e robots N (w)\{rk−1} decide to
continue DFS in forward or backtrack phase as described below.
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• (forward phase) if (pw = rk−1.parent or pw = old value
of rk−1.child) and (there is (at least) a port atw that has not
been taken yet). e robots N (w)\{rk−1} exit w through
port rk−1.child .
• (backtrack phase) if (pw = rk−1.parent orpw = old value
of rk−1.child) and (all the ports of w have been taken
already). e robots N (w)\{rk−1} exit w through port
rk−1.parent .
Assume that in round 2, the robots decide to proceed in forward
phase. In the beginning of round 3, N (u) = N (w)\{rk−1} robots
reach some other node u (neighbor of w) of G. e robot rk−2
stays at u writing necessary information in its variables. In the
forward phase in round 3, the robots N (u)\{rk−2} exit u through
port rk−2.child . However, in the backtrack phase in round 3, rk−2
stays at u and robots N (u)\{rk−2} exit u through port rk−2.parent .
is takes robots N (u)\{rk−2} back to node w along rk−1.child .
Since rk−1 is already at w , rk−1 updates rk−1.child with the next
port to take. Depending on whether ri .child ≤ δw or not, the
robots {r1, . . . , rk−3} exitw using either rk−1.child (forward phase)
or rk−1.parent (backtrack phase).
ere is another condition, denoting the onset of a cycle, under
which choosing backtrack phase is in order. When the robots enter
x through px and robot r is seled at x ,
• (backtrack phase) if (px , r .parent and px , old value of
r .child). e robots exit x through port px and no variables
of r are altered.
is process then continues for DFS(k) until at some node y ∈ G,
N (y) = {r1}. e robot r1 then stays at y and DFS(k) nishes.
Lemma 3.1. Algorithm DFS(k) correctly solves Dispersion for
k ≤ n robots initially positioned on a single node of a n-node arbitrary
graph G in min(4m − 2n + 2,k∆) rounds using O(log(max(k,∆)))
bits at each robot.
Proof. We rst show that Dispersion is achieved by DFS(k).
Because every robot starts at the same node and follows the
same path as other not-yet-seled robots until it is assigned to
a node, DFS(k) resembles the DFS traversal of an anonymous port-
numbered graph [1] with all robots starting from the same node.
erefore, DFS(k) visits k dierent nodes where each robot is set-
tled.
We now prove time and memory bounds. In k∆ rounds, DFS(k)
visits at least k dierent nodes of G. If 4m − 2n + 2 < k∆, DFS(k)
visits all n nodes of G. erefore, it is clear that the runtime of
DFS(k) is min(4m−2n+2,k∆) rounds. Regarding memory, variable
treelabel takesO(logk) bits, settled takesO(1) bits, and parent and
child take O(log∆) bits. e k robots can be distinguished through
O(logk) bits since their IDs are in the range [1,k]. us, each robot
requires O(log(max(k,∆))) bits. 
4 ALGORITHM FOR ARBITRARY GRAPHS
(THEOREM )
We present and analyze Graph Disperse DFS, a DFS-based algo-
rithm that solves Dispersion of k ≤ n robots on an arbitrary
n-node graph in O(min(m,k∆)) time with O(log(max(k,∆))) bits
of memory at each robot in the global communication model. is
algorithm improves the O(min(m,k∆) · logk) time of the best pre-
viously known algorithm [18] for arbitrary graphs (Table 1) in the
local communication model.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm Graph Disperse DFS to solve Disper-
sion in global model. Code for robot i in a round at any node.
r denotes a seled robot, if any, at that node.
1 Initialize: T ID Grow , T ID Collect , CID , CID old , winner ,
leader , home , state
2 if state = дrow then
3 if node is free then
4 highest ID robot x from highest CID group having
state = дrow seles; x .state ← settled
5 if CID , r .CID then
6 one such robot from each CID group broadcasts
Subsume(CID, r .CID)
7 Subsume Graph Processing
8 if CID is node in Subsume graph then
9 CID old ← CID ; CID ← winner in my component of
Subsume graph
10 Let x ← minj (j .T ID дrow = winner ∧ j .state =
дrow ∧ j is at same node as i)
11 x .home ← r .ID ; x .leader ← 1; x .state ← collect ;
x .T ID Collect ← x .T ID Grow
12 x begins DFS Collect (T ID Collect )
13 if i , x ∧ state = дrow then
14 state ← subsumed ; STOP
15 else
16 continue DFS Grow (T ID Grow )
17 else if state = collect then
18 Subsume Graph Processing
19 if CID is node in Subsume graph then
20 CID old ← CID ; CID ← winner in my component of
Subsume graph
21 state ← subsumed ; STOP
22 if leader = 1 then
23 leader ← 0;home ←⊥
24 else
25 if node is free
∨CID = r .CID = r .CID old ∨CID , r .CID then
26 backtrack, as part of DFS Collect (T ID Collect )
27 else if CID = r .CID , r .CID old then
28 if ∃x | x .leader = 1 ∧ x .home = r .ID∧ all ports at r
have been explored then
29 if x = i then
30 x .leader ← 0; x .home ←⊥
31 state ← дrow ; T ID Grow ← x .T ID Grow
32 i continues DFS Grow (T ID Grow )
33 else
34 i continues DFS Collect (T ID Collect ) of
x | x .leader = 1, along with x if x is
backtracking to its parent in DFS
Collect (x .T ID Collect )
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35 else if state = subsumed then
36 Subsume Graph Processing
37 if CID is node in Subsume graph then
38 CID old ← CID ; CID ← winner in my component of
Subsume graph
39 else
40 if ∃ arrived robot x | x .state = collect ∧ x .leader = 1 ∧
x is backtracking to its parent in DFS
Collect (T ID Collect ) then
41 state ← collect ;T ID Collect ← x .T ID Collect
42 if x .home = r .ID∧ all ports at r have been explored
then
43 state ← дrow ;T ID Grow ← x .T ID Grow
44 i continues DFS Grow (T ID Grow ) along with x
45 else
46 i continues DFS Collect (T ID Collect ) along
with x
47 else if state = settled then
48 Subsume Graph Processing
49 if CID is node in Subsume graph then
50 CID old ← CID ; CID ← winner in my component of
Subsume graph
51 Subsume Graph Processing
52 receive Subsume messages; build Subsume graph S
53 if node with no incoming edge in my component of S exists then
54 winner ← minCID (CID of nodes with no incoming edge in my
component of S )
55 else
56 winner ← minCID (cycle of CIDs in my component)
4.1 e Algorithm
e algorithm is based on DFS traversal. In general, a robot may
operate in one of two interchangeable phases: GROW and COL-
LECT. As these are independent, a separate set of DFS variables:
parent , child , is used for operating in the two phases. e follow-
ing additional variables are used. (i) T ID Grow : Tree ID, of type
robot identier, is the ID of the DFS tree in the GROW phase with
which the robot is associated. Initially, T ID Grow ← minimum ID
among the colocated robots. (ii)T ID Collect : Tree ID, of type robot
identier, is the ID of the DFS tree in the COLLECT phase with
which the robot is associated. Initially, T ID Collect ←⊥. (iii) CID:
for component ID, of type robot identier, is used to denote the
component associated with the GROW phase of the DFS. Initially,
CID ← T ID Grow . (iv) CID old : for earlier component ID, of type
robot identier, is used to denote the earlier value of component ID
just before the most recent component ID (CID) update, associated
with the GROW phase of the DFS. Initially, CID old ← T ID Grow .
(v) winner : of type robot identier. When multiple components
collide/merge, this is used to indicate the winning component ID
that will subsume the other components. Initially, winner ←⊥. (vi)
leader : of type boolean. is is set to 1 if the robot is responsi-
ble for collecting the various robots distributed in the component.
Initially, leader ← 0. (vii) home: of type robot identier. e
robot identier of a seled robot is used to identify the origin
node of the leader robot that is responsible for collecting the scat-
tered robots in the component back to this origin node. Initially,
home ←⊥. (viii) state: denotes the state of the robot and can be
one of {дrow, collect , subsumed, settled}. Initially, state ← дrow .
In the initial conguration, there are groups of robots at dierent
nodes. Each robot has itsT ID Grow set to the minimum ID among
the colocated robots, and its state = дrow . e robots from a node
move together in a DFS traversal, to locate free nodes and sele
one by one. As they do the DFS traversal Grow(T ID Grow), they
extend the DFS tree that is associated with the T ID Grow . Each
growing DFS tree is also associated with a component ID,CID, that
is initialized to the T ID Grow . Multiple DFS trees associated with
dierentCIDs may meet at a node in any round; specically, a DFS
tree for component CID may meet another component r .CID for
some other DFS tree, where r is the robot that is seled at that node.
In this case, one robot from the newly arrived robots of the DFS tree
component CID broadcasts a Subsume(CID, r .CID) message. is
is to indicate that the componentCID is subsuming the component
r .CID. Multiple such Subsume messages may get broadcast from
dierent robots in the graph in any particular round.
All the robots listen to all such broadcasts in each round,
and build a directed graph, Subsume , S = (C,E), where C is
the set of component IDs, and edge (CID j ,CIDk ) indicates that
Subsume(CID j ,CIDk ) message has been received. In this graph,
each node may have at most one outgoing edge but may have multi-
ple incoming edges. e winner component ID corresponds to that
node (in my connected component of S) that has the minimumCID
among the nodes with no incoming edges (if such a node exists).
Otherwise, there must exist a cycle with no incoming edges in the
Subsume graph, and the lowest valued CID node in the cycle is
chosen as winner . e signicance of the winner is that its CID
subsumes all other CIDs in its connected component of S ; that is,
all robots that are in the same connected component of S overwrite
their current CID by winner in their connected component of S .
e robot with the minimum ID among those withT ID Grow =
winner and state = дrow changes its state to collect , leader to 1,
T ID Collect to T ID Grow , and embarks on the Collect phase. In
the Collect phase, the leader does an independent DFS traversal
Collect(T ID Collect) of the connected component of seled nodes
of G which have seled robots which have newly changed their
component ID CID to be the same as its own. And all (unseled)
robots which have newly changed their CID to that of the winner
leader, or have CID = winner but are not the leader, also change
their state , whether дrow or collect , to subsumed and stop move-
ment until they are collected. In this DFS traversal Collect , the
leader node collects all unseled robots with state = subsumed
and brings them back to its home node from where it began the
Collect DFS traversal, while the thus collected robots change their
state to collect once they join the collection traversal. During the
Collect traversal, if in some step the component gets subsumed
by some other component, the unseled robots reset their state
to subsumed . If the Collect DFS traversal completes successfully,
the collected robots and the leader change state to дrow , set their
T ID Grow to that of the leader, and resume DFS Grow(T ID Grow)
aer the leader resets its leader status.
Note that the DFS Collect(T ID Collect) is independent of the
DFS Grow(T ID Grow), and thus an independent set of variables
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parent , child , need to be used for the two dierent types of DFSs.
Further, when a new instance of a DFS Grow/DFS Collect , as iden-
tied by a new value of T ID Grow/ T ID Collect , is detected at a
seled robot (node), the robot switches to the new instance and
resets the old values of parent and child for that DFS search.
In the DFS Collect phase, the leader visits all nodes in its con-
nected component of seled nodes having a seled robot that
changed its component ID r .CID ← CID. (ese are the seled
robots where CID = r .CID , r .CID old , where CID old is the
value of CID before the latest overwrite by winner .) is excludes
the nodes already visited in the DFS Grow phase having seled
robots with the same CID as that of the leader before it become
the leader. To conne the DFS Collect to such nodes, note that the
leader may have to backtrack from a node v if the node (i) is free or
(ii) has CID = r .CID = r .CID old or (iii) has CID , r .CID. If the
CID of the leader changes at the beginning of this round (because
it gets subsumed), before it can backtrack, the leader (and any ac-
companying robots having state = collect ) simply changes state to
subsume and stops. In cases (i) and (iii), there may thus be stopped
robots at a free node, or at a node that belongs to an adjoining,
independent component. Such robots may be later collected by (a)
a leader from its old component, or (perhaps earlier than that) (b)
by a leader from the component where they stop. In the former
case (a), it is execution as usual. In the laer case (b), there is no
issue of violating correctness even though the robots jump from
one connected component sharing a common CID to an adjacent
one with a dierent CID.
4.2 Correctness and Complexity
A robot may be in one of four states: дrow , collect , subsumed ,
and settled . e state transition diagram for a robot is shown in
Figure 1(a).
Lemma 4.1. Once a robot enters state = дrow for some value of
T ID Grow , the DFS Grow(T ID Grow) completes within min(4m −
2n + 2, 4k∆) rounds, or the robot moves out of that state within
min(4m − 2n + 2, 4k∆) rounds.
Proof. A DFS (using log∆ bits at a robot) completes within
4m − 2n + 2 rounds. It also completes within 4k∆ rounds, as in the
DFS, each edge gets traversed a maximum of 4 times, and as at most
k nodes need to be visited before all k robots get seled. Before this
completion of the DFS, if the current component gets subsumed or
subsumes another component, the robot moves to either subsumed
or collect state. 
Lemma 4.2. Once a robot enters state = collect for some value of
T ID Collect , the DFS Collect(T ID Collect) completes in min(4m −
2n + 2, 4k∆) rounds or the robot moves out of that state within
min(4m − 2n + 2, 4k∆) rounds.
Proof. A DFS traversal of a component (using log∆ bits at a
robot) completes within 4m−2n+2 rounds. It also completes within
4k∆ rounds, as the collecting robot in the DFS traverses an edge at
most 4 times, needs to visit each of the at most ∆ neighbors of the at
most k seled nodes in the component, until collection completes
and the leader is back at the home node. (At the completion of
the DFS, the robot moves to дrow state; before this completion
of the DFS, if the current component gets subsumed by another
component, the robot moves to subsumed state.) 
Theorem 4.3. e algorithmGraph Disperse DFS solvesDisper-
sion.
Proof. Each robot begins in state = дrow . We make the follow-
ing observations about the state transition diagram of a robot.
(1) A robot can enter subsumed state at most k − 1 times. In
subsumed state, a robot can stay at most min(4m − 2n +
2, 4k∆) · k rounds before it changes state to collect .
(2) From collect state, within min(4m − 2n + 2, 4k∆) rounds, a
robot can go to subsumed state (which can happen at most
k − 1 times), or go to дrow state (Lemma 4.2).
(3) In дrow state, a robot can remain for at most min(4m−2n+
2, 4k∆) rounds, by when it may go to either subsumed or
collect state for at most k − 1 times, or go to settled state
(Lemma 4.1).
It then follows that within a nite, bounded number of rounds, a
robot will be in дrow state for the last time and within min(4m −
2n+2, 4k∆) further rounds, sele and go to settled state. is is and
will be the only robot in settled state at the node. us, Dispersion
is achieved within a nite, bounded number of rounds. 
We model the state of a particular value of CID. It can be either
GROW, COLLECT, PASSIVE, or SUBSUMED. e state transition
diagram for the state of a CID value is shown in Figure 1(b).
Theorem 4.4. e algorithm Graph Disperse DFS terminates in
min(2 · 4m, 2 · 4k∆) rounds.
Proof. By eorem 4.3, each robot seles within a nite,
bounded number of rounds. We now determine the number of
rounds more precisely.
Let CIDx denote the CID of any robot (one of possibly several)
that seles in the last round of Algorithm Graph Disperse DFS .
is CIDx has never been subsumed and therefore its state has
shuled between GROW and COLLECT before reaching and ending
in PASSIVE. We separately bound the number of rounds spent by
CIDx in GROW state and in COLLECT state.
Let the DFS tree in GROW state be associated with T ID Growx .
Observe that multiple sojourns of CIDx in GROW state are associ-
ated with the sameT ID Growx . e DFS data structures associated
with T ID Growx are never overwrien by another DFS in GROW
state as the component CIDx is never subsumed (and independent
DFS traversal data structures are maintained for the GROW and
COLLECT phases). Within 4m − 2n + 2 rounds, possibly spread
across multiple sojourns in GROW state, the DFS associated with
T ID Growx completes and every robot associated with it gets set-
tled. Every robot associated with T ID Growx also gets seled
within 4k∆ rounds, as the DFS visits each edge at most 4 times, and
hence within 4k∆ rounds, at least k nodes get visited.
CIDx can transit from GROW to COLLECT and back at most
k − 1 times because that is the maximum number of times CIDx
can subsume another CID. Let the transition to COLLECT state
occur l , 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1 times, let the number of rounds spent in
COLLECT state on the jth transition to it, 1 ≤ j ≤ l , be r j . Each
transition to COLLECT is followed by a successful DFS traversal of
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Figure 1: State transition diagrams. (a) Diagram for a robot’s state, state. (b) Diagram for any value of CID.
the component Cj of nodes having CID = CIDx , CID old . ere
are four types of edges traversed in the DFS traversal of Cj .
(1) eintj : Edge between two nodes in Cj .
(2) ebackj : Edge from a node in Cj to a node having CID =
CIDx = CID old .
(3) ef r eej : Edge from a node in Cj to a free node.
(4) ead jj : Edge from a node in Cj to a node in an adjacent
component (having CIDy , CIDx ).
Let the sets of these four types of edges be denoted Eintj , E
back
j ,
E
f r ee
j , E
ad j
j . We observe the following constraints from the algo-
rithm.
(1) Edge eintj will never be incident on any node in any com-
ponent Cj′ , for j ′ > j.
(2) Similarly, edge ebackj will never be incident on any node
in any component Cj′ , for j ′ > j.
(3) Edge ef r eej = (u,v) may at most once become an edge
ebackj′ = (v,u), for j ′ > j , if the free nodev gets seled and
the component it is in gets subsumed by CIDx .
(4) Similarly, edge ead jj = (u,v) may at most once become an
edge ebackj′ = (v,u), for j ′ > j, if the component that node
v is in gets subsumed by CIDx .
In the DFS of Cj , each eintj is traversed at most 4 times, whereas
each ebackj , e
f r ee
j , and e
ad j
j is traversed at most 2 times (once in
the forward mode and once in the backtrack mode). is gives:
r j ≤ 4|Eintj | + 2(|Ebackj | + |Ef r eej | + |E
ad j
j |)
From the above constraints, we have:
l∑
j=1
r j ≤ 4m
e DFS Collect(T ID Collect = CIDx ) on the jth transition to
COLLECT state contains a DFS traversal of the component Cj of
seled nodes having CID = CIDx , CID old ; denote by N intj , the
set of such nodes. For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ l , the set of such seled nodes
is disjoint. In the DFS traversal of Cj , (the leader from) each node
in N intj visits each adjacent edge at most 4 times. As the number
of such seled nodes across all j is at most k , it follows that at most
4k∆ edges are visited in DFS Collect(T ID Collect = CIDx ) across
all transitions to COLLECT state. Hence,
l∑
j=1
r j ≤ 4k∆
e theorem follows by separately combining the number of
rounds in GROW and COLLECT phases in terms of m, and sepa-
rately combining the number of rounds in GROW and COLLECT
phases in terms of k∆. 
Theorem 4.5. Algorithm 1 (Graph Disperse DFS) requires
O(log(max(k,∆))) bits memory.
Proof. Each set of parent , child , treelabel , settled for the
GROW and COLLECT phases takesO(log(max(k,∆))) bits (follows
from eorem 3.1). CID,CID old ,winner ,T ID Grow ,T ID Collect ,
and home take O(log k) bits each. leader and state take O(1) bits
each. us, the theorem follows. 
Proof of eorem 1.1: Follows from eorems 4.3 – 4.5.
5 ALGORITHM FOR ARBITRARY GRAPHS
(THEOREM )
We present and analyze Graph Disperse BFS, a BFS-based algorithm
that solves Dispersion of k ≤ n robots on an arbitrary n-node
graph in O(max(D,k)∆(D + ∆)) time with O(max(D,∆ logk)) bits
of memory at each robot in the global communication model. is
algorithm improves the O(∆D ) time of the best previously known
algorithm [18] for arbitrary graphs (Table 1) in the local communi-
cation model.
We rst discuss the rooted graph case, wherein all robots are
on a single node initially. Here, we show that dispersion takes
O(D∆(D+∆)) time withO(max(D,∆ logk)) bits of memory at each
robot in the local communication model. We then extend the result
to the general case of robots on multiple nodes.
5.1 Rooted Case
In the initial conguration, all k ≤ n robots are at a single node
vroot . e synchronous algorithm proceeds in rounds and is de-
scribed in Algorithm 2. e algorithm induces a breadth-rst search
(BFS) tree, level by level, in the graph. ere are two main steps
in the algorithm when extending the tree from i levels to i + 1
levels: (i) the leaf nodes in the BFS tree at level i determine the
number of edges going to level i + 1. is is done in procedure
DetermineLeafDemand(i) and can be achieved in O(∆2) rounds
as a 2-neighborhood traversal is performed. e level i robot sets
its demand for robots equal to the number of edges (ports) going
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to level i + 1. (ii) e leaf nodes at level i then populate the level
i +1 nodes in a coordinated manner, because there may be arbitrary
number of edges and connectivity going from level i to level i + 1.
is is done in procedure PopulateNextLevel(i) iteratively by
borrowing robots for exploration fromvroot . e number of robots
assigned by the root may be up to the demand of that node. is
movement takes O(D) time. As there may be edges from multi-
ple nodes at level i to a node at level i + 1, only one robot can be
earmarked to sele at that node; others retrace their steps back
to the root. e robot earmarked to sele at the level i + 1 node
does a 1-neighborhood traversal and invalidates the ports of level i
nodes leading to that level i + 1 node (O(∆) time). e robot does
not actually sele at the level i + 1 node but participates in further
computation. It then returns to the level i node it arrived from and
designates the port used to go to the level i + 1 node as a valid
port. e seled robots at level i then re-evaluate the demand for
robots, based on the number of unnalized ports (i.e., not validated
and not invalidated ports going to level i + 1 nodes). All unseled
robots (including those that had been “earmarked” to sele at a
level i + 1 node) return to vroot and they are reassigned for the
next iteration based on the renewed (and decreased) valued of net
demand for exploratory robots. is movement takes O(D) time.
e algorithm guarantees that ∆ iterations suce for determining
the valid/invalid status of all ports of level i nodes leading to level
i + 1 nodes, aer which a nal iteration reassigns the nal demand
based on the number of valid ports (each of which leads to a unique
level i + 1 node) and distributes up to those many robots among
level i+1 nodes. e procedure PopulateNextLevel(i) thus takes
O(∆(∆ + D)) time.
Due to the BFS nature of the tree growth, D iterations of the
outer loop of Graph Disperse BFS suce. Hence, the running time
is O(D(∆2 + ∆(∆ + D)).
e following variables are used at each robot. (i) nrobots for
the total number of robots at the root, vroot . Initialize as dened.
(ii) level for the level of a robot/node in the BFS tree. Initialize to
0. (iii) i for the current maximum level of seled robots. Initialize
to 0. (iv) demand[1 . . . ∆], where demand[j] for a non-leaf node is
the demand for robots to populate level i + 1 for sub-tree reachable
via port j. Initialize to 0. demand[j] for a leaf node at level i has
the following semantics. demand[j] = 0/1/2/3 means the node
reachable via port j does not go to level i + 1 node/goes to a level
i + 1 node via an unnalized edge/goes to a validated level i + 1
node/goes to an invalidated level i + 1 node. (v) child id[1 . . . ∆],
where child id[j] is the ID of the child node (if any,) reachable via
port j . Initialize to⊥. (vi) parent id for the ID of the parent robot in
the BFS tree. Initialize to⊥. (vii) parent to identify the port through
which the parent node in the BFS tree is reached. Initialize to ⊥.
(viii)winner to uniquely select a robot among those that arrive at a
level i + 1 node. Initialize to 0.
e variables child id[1 . . . ∆] and parent id , and the unique ro-
bot identiers assumption, are strictly not necessary for the single-
rooted case. Without child id[1 . . . ∆] and parent id , the broadcast
function can be simulated by each seled robot moving up to its
parent and back, to communicate the demand of its subtree. e
unique robot identiers assumption and winner help in determin-
ing which robot should sele at the root, for assigning robots as
per the demands, and for selectingwinner . Without these, a simple
randomized scheme can be used for the above determinations.
Lemma 5.1. ewhile loop of PopulateNextLevel(i) (line (11)
in Algorithm 2) terminates within ∆ iterations.
Proof. Let ei denote
∑
leaf u
∑∆
j=1(1 i f demandu [j] = 1), the
number of unnalized edges (i.e., not validated and not invalidated
edges) going from level i to level i + 1.
(1) If nrobots ≥ ei , then every edge in ei can be explored
and all nodes in level i + 1 accounted for by validating
exactly one edge each among the ports at level i nodes (and
invalidating all other unnalized edges at level i nodes) –
thus, the while loop can be exited aer one iteration as
demandu [j] , 1 for any u at level i and for any j and the
rst clause of the while loop condition is falsied.
(2) If nrobots < ei , then nrobots robots will be pressed into
service for exploration of level i + 1, at least dnrobots/∆e
nodes at level i + 1 will be visited uniquely in this itera-
tion (i.e., not visited in earlier iterations) via unnalized
edges, and hence at least dnrobots/∆e ports (edges) at level
i , that are currently marked as demandu [j] = 1 will be
validated with change demandu [j] = 2. For the next iter-
ation of the while loop, ei will be decreased by at least
this amount. It follows that within ∆ iterations, (i) at least
nrobots ports at level i will be validated (demandu [j] = 2),
or (ii) nrobots ≥ ei . In case (i), the second clause of the
while loop condition is falsied and the loop is exited. In
case (ii), by the reasoning given above in part (1), in one
additional iteration, the loop is exited.

Lemma 5.2. A BFS tree in induced in the underlying graph by
Algorithm Graph Disperse BFS given in Algorithm 2.
Proof. We show by induction on the hypothesis that “all nodes
at distance i (along shortest path) from the root have a seled robot
that is assigned level = i , or there are no more robots to assign to
some such nodes.” e hypothesis is clearly true for level = 0 and
can be seen to be true for level = 1 by following the execution of
the algorithm.
We now assume the hypothesis for level = x and prove it
true for level = x + 1. Procedure DetermineLeafDemand(x) cor-
rectly identies all nodes at level x + 1 and the number of unnal-
ized edges going to such nodes from level x nodes is set to ei =∑
u at level x
∑∆
j=1(1 i f demandu [j] = 1).
(1) If nrobots ≥ ei , then in one iteration of the while
loop of PopulateNextLevel(x), all nodes of level
x + 1 are assigned robots with level = x + 1 as∑
u at j
∑∆
j=1(1 i f demand[j] = 1) = 0. Each node at level
x + 1 has its corresponding outgoing port j from level x
parent u set to demandu [j] = 2, with possibly more robots
le at vroot for populating higher levels.
(2) If nrobots < ei , then (as argued in the proof of Lemma 5.1),
it follows that within ∆ iterations of the while loop of
PopulateNextLevel(x), (i) at least nrobots ports at level
i will be validated (demandu [j] = 2), or (ii) nrobots ≥ ei .
In case (i), the second clause of the while loop condition
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is falsied and the loop is exited. All the remaining robots
(nrobots) can be accommodated at level x + 1 nodes and
possibly some nodes at level x + 1 will not be assigned
any robots because the algorithm has run out of robots.
ere will be no further levels in the BFS tree. In case (ii),
by the reasoning given above in part (1), in one additional
iteration, the loop is exited. All the nodes at level x + 1 will
be assigned robots with level = x + 1, with possibly more
robots le at vroot for populating higher levels. Each node
at level x + 1 has its corresponding outgoing port j from
level x parent u set to demandu [j] = 2.
e correctness of the induced BFS tree follows. 
Theorem 5.3. Algorithm 2 (Graph Disperse BFS) solves Disper-
sion on single-rooted graphs in O(D∆(∆ + D)) rounds and requires
O(max(D,∆ log k)) memory in the local communication model.
Proof. ere is one robot seled at each node of the BFS tree
induced (Lemma 5.2); hence dispersion is achieved.
In one iteration of the main while loop:
(1) DetermineLeafDemand(i) does 2-neighborhood traver-
sals in parallel, and hence takes O(∆2) rounds.
(2) In each of the ∆ iterations of the while loop of
PopulateNextLevel(i), the upward movement and the
downward movement of the robots in lines (12) and (17-
18), respectively, takes i rounds; and the code block (20-25)
takes 2∆ rounds.
So the time complexity is ∆2 +∆(2∆+2i). By Lemma 5.2, a BFS tree
is induced and hence the maximum number of levels is D, which is
the number of iterations of the while loop of Graph Disperse BFS.
us the overall time time complexity is
∑D
i=1 1(∆2 + ∆(2∆ + 2i)) =
O(D∆(∆ + D)).
e variable nrobots takes log k bits, level and i take log D
bits each, demand[1 . . . ∆] takes ∆ loд k bits, child id[1 . . . ∆] takes
∆ loд k bits, parent id takes log k bits, parent takes log∆ bits, and
winner takes 1 bit.
Note that the local communication model suces because the
broadcast function can be simulated by each seled robot moving
up to its parent and back, to communicate the demand of its subtree.
e theorem follows. 
5.2 General Case
We adapt the single-rooted algorithm to the multi-rooted case. From
each root, a BFS tree is initiated in parallel, and is identied by the
robot ID seled at the root. When two (or more) BFS trees meet
at a node, a collision is detected; the tree with the higher depth (if
unequal depths) subsumes the other tree(s) and collects the robots
of the other tree(s) at its root. It then continues the BFS algorithm at
the same depth in case nrobots = 0, i.e., level i + 1 may not be fully
populated yet. A collision of two trees Tx and Ty is identied by
a 4-tuple for each tree: 〈root ,depth,bordernode,borderport〉. e
changes to Algorithm 2 are given next, and the module for Collision
processing is given in Algorithm 3.
(1) Aer Line 5, insert a line: Invoke a call to Collision pro-
cessing (Algorithm 3).
(2) Line 6: Conditionally increment i in line 6, as described in
Step 3 of Collision processing (Algorithm 3).
(3) Line 8: e case (iii) becomes case (iv) and the new case
(iii) is: if v has a seled robot r ′ of another tree with
root root ′ and level lvl ′, r broadcasts Collide(〈root , i +
1,u,outu 〉, 〈root ′, lvl ′,v, inv 〉) – then discount v and back-
track.
(4) Lines 19-24: are to be executed only with reference to
robots belonging to my own tree (having same root).
(5) Line 34: execute if no other robot from any tree arrives at
the node v . Otherwise execute line 35.
(6) Add new Line 35 in Algorithm 2: For each other ro-
bot r ′ of tree with root root ′ and level i + 1, broadcast
Collide(〈root , i + 1,u,outu 〉, 〈root ′, i + 1, r ′,vin〉). Wait
for SUBSUME messages broadcast in Collision process-
ing (Algorithm 3). If x ’s tree subsumes other trees, x sets
level ← i + 1, parent id ← u, parent ← in, x seles at v .
(If x ’s tree is subsumed, x retraces its step back to u, then
moves on to the root of the tree that subsumes its tree as
described in Collision processing.)
Theorem 5.4. Algorithm 2 (Graph Disperse BFS) along with
the modications given in this section solves Dispersion in multi-
rooted graphs in O(max(D,k)∆(∆ + D)) rounds and requires
O(max(D,∆ log k)) memory in the global communication model.
Proof. Each concurrently-initiated BFS tree grows until it col-
lides with another (or runs out of robots). When two (or more)
trees collide and are assigned to the same partition of GC , one tree
subsumes the robots of the other(s) and by continuing the same
logic for the same value of level i (step 3 of Algorithm 3), the BFS-
tree property is preserved until termination (exhausting all the
unseled robots at the root of the tree). On termination, one robot
is seled at each distinct node of the BFS tree(s). Hence Dispersion
is achieved.
Building on the proof of eorem 5.3, in addition toO(∑Di=1 ∆2+
i∆) = O(∆D(∆ + D)) rounds, we have more iterations of the
main while loop. Let there be x such iterations corresponding
to x serial subsumptions by the tree in question. Let the depth
(level) of the tree for the jth subsumption be dj . en the follow-
ing additional time cost is incurred:
∑x
j=1 ∆
2 (for lines 22-24 of
PopulateNextLevel) +3dj (for robot movements in step 2 of Al-
gorithm 3) +2dj∆ (for robot movements in PopulateNextLevel).
dj < D and x < k . us the additional time ≤ ∆2k + 3Dk + 2kD∆.
e time complexity follows.
e logic introduced in the multi-rooted algorithm does not add
variables that increase the bit complexity.
e global communication model needs to be used for issuing
and processing the broadcasts. e theorem follows. 
Proof of eorem 1.2: Follows from eorems 5.3 and 5.4.
6 ALGORITHM FOR ARBITRARY TREES
(THEOREM )
We present and analyze a BFS-based algorithm that solves Disper-
sion of k ≤ n robots on an arbitrary n-node tree inO(D max(D,k))
time with O(max(D,∆ log k)) bits of memory at each robot in the
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm Graph Disperse BFS to solve Dispersion in global model. r denotes a seled robot, if any, at that node.
1 Initialize: nrobots ← number of robots; level , i , demand [1 . . . ∆], child id [1 . . . ∆]; parent id , parent , winner
2 robot with lowest ID seles at root, level ← 0
3 while nrobots > 0 do
4 DetermineLeafDemand(i )
5 PopulateNextlevel(i )
6 i ← i + 1
7 DetermineLeafDemand(i )
8 Each seled robot r at a leaf node u at level i does a 2-bounded DFS to count number of neighbors v at level i + 1. If on exploring (u, v) via outu , (i) v is level i − 1, then
backtrack, (ii) else if v has a level i − 1 neighbor, then v is level i node - discount and backtrack, (iii) else v is a level i + 1 node, hence robot r sets demandu [outu ] ← 1.
9 Wait until ∆2 rounds are elapsed.
10 PopulateNextLevel(i )
11 while [∑leaf u ∑∆j=1(1 if demandu [j] = 1)] > 0∧[∑leaf u ∑∆j=1(1 if demandu [j] = 2)] < nrobots do
12 All unassigned robots at level i move upwards to root using parent pointers in i rounds
13 Leaf node u broadcasts B1(my id, parent id, ∑∆j=1(1 i f demandu [j] = 1))
14 On receiving B1(x,my id, y), if child id−1[x ] = θ then demand [θ ] ← y
15 On receiving B1 from all children (∀x | child id [x ] , 0), broadcast B1(my id, parent id, ∑∆j=1 demand [j])
16 Wait until i rounds are elapsed; synchronize()
17 When root receives B1 from all children, distribute min(nrobots, ∑∆j=1 demand [j]) robots among children aer reseing winner ← 0 for each robot
18 Robots move down the tree to the leaf nodes at level i + 1: On receiving x robots, a node at level < i (= i ) distributes among children reachable via ports p such that
demand [p] > 0 (demand [p] = 1).
19 On arrival at level i + 1 node v from level i node u via (outu , inv ), robot with lowest ID sets winner ← 1
20 if winner = 0 then
21 retrace back via inv to u and wait
22 else if winner = 1 then
23 visit each neighbor w via (outv , inw ). If w (, u) is at level i , demandw [inw ] ← 3
24 retrace back from v using inv to u ; demandu [outu ] ← 2
25 Wait until 2∆ − 1 rounds are elapsed since arriving at level i + 1 (so all robots at level i + 1 are back at level i ); synchronize()
26 All unassigned robots at level i move upwards to root using parent pointers in i rounds
27 Leaf node u broadcasts B1(my id, parent id, ∑∆j=1(1 i f demandu [j] = 2))
28 On receiving B1(x,my id, y), if child id−1[x ] = θ then demand [θ ] ← y
29 On receiving B1 from all children (∀x | child id [x ] , 0), broadcast B1(my id, parent id, ∑∆j=1 demand [j])
30 Wait until i rounds are elapsed.
31 When root receives B1 from all children, distribute min(nrobots, ∑∆j=1 demand [j]) robots among children; nrobots ← nrobots −∑∆j=1 demand [j]
32 Robots move down the tree to the leaf nodes at level i : On receiving x robots, a node at level < i distributes among children reachable via ports p such that demand [p] > 0.
33 At a level i node u , on receiving ≤ ∑∆j=1(1 i f demandu [j] = 2) robots, send one robot x on each port out | demandu [out ] = 2; child idu [out ] ← x
34 e robot x reaches node v at level i + 1 via incoming port in, level ← i + 1, parent id ← u , parent ← in, x seles at the node
global communication model. is algorithm improves the O(n)
time of the best previously known algorithm [1] for arbitrary trees
(Table 2) in the local communication model.
In the rooted graph case, we rst show that dispersion takes
O(D2) time with O(max(D,∆ log k)) bits of memory at each robot
in the local communication model. We then extend the result to
the general case of robots on multiple nodes.
6.1 Rooted Case
e rooted tree case, where all robots are initially colocated at
one node, is a special case of Algorithm 2 adapted to the tree
topology. DetermineLeafDemand(i) behaves as follows: instead
of lines 8-9, demandu [outu ] ← 1 for all outu other than parent . In
PopulateNextLevel(i), the while loop (lines 11-25) is removed,
and robots do not move upwards to root (line 26). A single iteration,
as per the following modication of lines (27-34), and excluding
line (30), suces.
27: Leaf node u broadcasts B1(my id,parent id,δ − 1).
28: On receiving B1(x ,my id,y), if child id−1[x] = θ then
demand[θ ] ← y.
29: On receiving B1 from all children (∀x | child id[x] , 0),
broadcast B1(my id,parent id,∑∆j=1 demand[j]).
31: When root receives B1 from all children, distrib-
ute min(nrobots,∑∆j=1 demand[j]) robots among children;
nrobots ← nrobots −∑∆j=1 demand[j].
32: Robots move down the tree to the leaf nodes at level i: On
receiving x robots, a node at level < i distributes among
children reachable via ports p such that demand[p] > 0.
33: At a level i node u, on receiving ≤ δ − 1 robots,
send one robot x on each port out | demandu [out] = 1;
child idu [out] ← x .
34: e robot x reaches nodev at level i+1 via incoming port
in, level ← i + 1, parent id ← u, parent ← in, x seles at
the node.
Theorem 6.1. Algorithm 2 (Graph Disperse BFS) with the
changes described in this section solves Dispersion on a single-rooted
tree in O(D2) rounds and requires O(max(D,∆ log k)) memory in
the local communication model.
Proof. As this logic is a special case of Algorithm 2, a BFS tree
of seled robots is created (eorem 5.3) and Dispersion is solved.
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Algorithm 3: Module for Collision processing for multi-rooted case of Graph Disperse BFS to solve Dispersion in global model. r
denotes a seled robot, if any, at that node.
1 e root node rmin with the lowest ID among those roots of trees that are involved in collisions does Collision processing. Using all
Collide messages broadcast in this iteration of the while loop of line 3, Algorithm 2, rmin creates a undirected Collison graph
GC = (VC ,EC ). VC = {T .root |Collide(T , ∗) or Collide(∗,T ) message is received }.
EC = {(T .root , ,T ′.root) | at least one Collide(T ,T ′) message is received }. rmin creates a Maximal Independent Set (MIS) from
among those nodes T .root of VC having T .depth = i + 1. It then creates a partition P = {P1, . . . P |MIS |} of VC such that each Pa has
exactly one node, central(Pa ), of the MIS and a subset of MIS nodes that central(Pa ) covers. Such a partition is feasible because each
Collide message has at least one parameter Tx such that Tx .depth = i + 1. rmin then broadcasts one SUBSUME(Tx ,Ty ) record
corresponding to some received Collide(Tx ,Ty ) message, for each Tx .root such that Tx .root = central(Pa ).root and each Ty .root such
that Ty .root is covered by Tx .root in Pa . In eect, this selects, for each pair of BFS trees that collide and are assigned to the same
partition Pa , one pair (among possibly multiple pairs) of border nodes in the two trees via which one tree (corresponding to
central(Pa )) will subsume the other tree.
2 For each partition Pa of GC , all robots in the trees of G corresponding to MIS ∩ Pa nodes of GC collect to central(Pa ).root root node of
that tree of G corresponding to the MIS member node central(Pa ) in its partition of GC . For record SUBSUME(Tx ,Ty ), Ty .bordernode
identies a path H from Ty .root to Ty .bordernode by nodes along H serially broadcasting B2(my id,parent id,parent ) progressively
up the path from Ty .bordernode to Ty .root (i + 1 serial broadcasts suce). All robots in Ty , except those robots along H , beginning
from the leaf node robots move up tree Ty to Ty .root using the parent pointers (i + 1 rounds suce). e robots in Ty then move down
path H from Ty .root to Ty .bordernode (i + 1 rounds suce); then to Tx .bordernode and then up to Tx .root using the parent pointers
(i + 1 rounds suce).
3 nrobots at Tx .root is then updated with the count of the newly arrived robots, and another iteration of Graph Disperse BFS is executed
in the tree corresponding toTx . is iteration is for the same value of i if nrobots = 0 before the update, i.e., i is not incremented in line
6 of Algorithm 2 immediately following the Collision processing because level i + 1 may not be fully populated as yet and to maintain
the BFS property, level i + 1 needs to be lled before lling level i + 2.
Based on the modications above to Algorithm 2, the mainwhile
loop runs i = 1 to D, whereas inside, the traversal of the robots
down the tree from the root to the leaf nodes (line 32) takes i rounds
in iteration i . So the number of rounds is
∑D
i=1 i = O(D2). e bit
space complexity is same as for the rooted graph case, and the
local communication model is also used as explained in the proof
of eorem 5.3. e theorem follows. 
6.2 General Case
Each of the multiple roots on the tree topology initiate in parallel
the execution of the rooted tree case, as described in Section 6.1,
with the following additional changes.
(1) Aer Line 5 of Algorithm 2, insert a line: Invoke a call to
Collision processing (Algorithm 3).
(2) Line 6 of Algorithm 2: Conditionally increment i in line 6,
as described in Step 3 of Collision processing (Algorithm 3).
(3) Execute line 34 of Algorithm 2 only if no other robot from
any other tree arrives at the nodev nor is there a robot from
another tree seled at v: “e robot x reaches node v at
level i +1 via incoming port in, level ← i +1, parent id ←
u, parent ← in, x seles at the node.” Otherwise execute
the following line 35.
(4) Add new line 35 in Algorithm 2: For each other ro-
bot r ′ of tree with root root ′ and level i + 1 that ar-
rives atv , broadcast Collide(〈root , i + 1,u,outu 〉, 〈root ′, i +
1, r ′,vin〉). If there is a robot r ′′ of tree with root root ′′
and level i ′′ ≤ i seled at v , broadcast Collide(〈root , i +
1,u,outu 〉, 〈root ′′, i ′′, r ′′,vin〉). Wait for SUBSUME mes-
sages broadcast in Collision processing (Algorithm 3). If x ’s
tree subsumes other trees and there is no robot r ′′ seled
at v , x sets level ← i + 1, parent id ← u, parent ← in, x
seles at v . Else if x ’s tree subsumes other trees and there
is a robot r ′′ seled at v , x retraces back to u and up to
its root, along with robots of other subsumed trees that
relocate to root (the root of the tree associated with x ), and
also resets child idu [out]. (Else if x ’s tree is subsumed, x
retraces its step back to u, then moves on to the root of
the tree that subsumes its tree as described in Collision
processing.)
Theorem 6.2. Algorithm 2 (Graph Disperse BFS) along with
changes described above and in Section 6.1 solves Dispersion
on a multi-rooted tree in O(D max(D,k)) rounds and requires
O(max(D,∆ log k)) memory in the global communication model.
Proof. Each concurrently-initiated BFS tree grows until it col-
lides with another (or runs out of robots). When two (or more)
trees collide and are assigned to the same partition of GC , one tree
subsumes the robots of the other(s) and by continuing the same
logic for the same value of level i (step 3 of Algorithm 3), the BFS-
tree property is preserved until termination (exhausting all the
unseled robots at the root of the tree). On termination, one robot
is seled at each distinct node of the BFS tree(s). Hence Dispersion
is achieved.
Building on the proofs of eorems 5.3, 5.4, and 6.1, in addition
to
∑D
i=1 i = O(D2) rounds, we have to account for steps of the
robot movements when a tree subsumes others. Let there be x
such serial subsumptions by the tree in question. Let the depth
(level) of the tree for the jth subsumption be dj . en the following
additional time cost is incurred:
∑x
j=1 3dj (for robot movements
in step 2 of Algorithm 3) +dj (for robot movements in line 32 of
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PopulateNextLevel). dj < D and x < k . us the additional time
≤ 4Dk . e time complexity follows. e logic introduced in the
multi-rooted algorithm does not add variables that increase the bit
complexity. e global communication model needs to be used for
issuing and processing the broadcasts. e theorem follows. 
Proof of eorem 1.3: Follows from eorems 6.1 and 6.2.
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented three results for solving Dispersion of k ≤ n
robots on n-node graphs. e rst two results are for arbitrary
graphs and the third result is for arbitrary trees. e rst result
for arbitrary graphs is based on a DFS traversal and improves by
O(logk) factor the best previously known algorithm in the local
communication model. e second algorithm for arbitrary graphs
is based on a BFS traversal and improves signicantly on theO(∆D )
time of the best previously known algorithm in the local commu-
nication model. e algorithm for arbitrary trees is also based on
a BFS traversal and improves on the O(n) time of best previously
known algorithm in the local communication model.
For future work, it will be interesting to solve Dispersion on
arbitrary graphs using a DFS-based algorithm with timeO(k) or im-
prove the existing time lower bound of Ω(k) to Ω(min(m,k∆)). For
BFS-based algorithms, it will be interesting to improve max(D,k)
factor to O(D) for both arbitrary graphs and trees. e third inter-
esting direction will be to consider faulty robots; our algorithms as
well as previous algorithms [1, 18, 19] assume fault-free robots. e
fourth interesting direction will be to solve Dispersion in dynamic
graphs; so far only static graph cases are studied. e h interest-
ing direction will be to extend our algorithms to solve Dispersion
in semi-synchronous and asynchronous seings.
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